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I  Long ago, inside a distant memory, there is a voice that says, 

"Do you believe a world of happy endings?" 

Even when the road is long, every breath you take will lead you closer to 

A special place within your Neverever... 

V I'm waking up, a beating in my eardrums, a continuous siren 

I take this screaming voice, stifle, suppress it 

There is nothing that I know, so I only hold onto my heartbeat 

And into the trap of reality I fall 

P I will never regret, as I gaze at piled up pictures of the future, shredded into pieces 

My breath stops sharply, the stings of memories rusted together within my head 

Turning, turning 

Round and round 

C As I close my eyes, without a mark left behind, without a noise spilling out, no destination in sight 

I know that this is what I want, this is what I need, even now, repeating afterimage 

We of wounded pasts, feelings afflicted with hurt, never heal, recover 

It's such spinning fruitlessly, constant, unchanging, every day, we are shutting away 

So now, this is just what I have desired 

My Nevereverland 

V I wander round, like a piercing knife these words strike daggers through my heart 

Laugh mercilessly at my suffering 

There is nothing I can do, so I deeply swallow my shivering voice 

And into the trap of solitude I fall 

P These footsteps which have wandered and gone astray, they stumble and fall, their presence felt no longer 

Covered and flooded with tears, upon disaster's stage within my heart an unsteady dance 

Maddening now 

Staggering round 

C As I take your hand, I overtake from behind, the memories of my own heart, lifeless they fade away now 

I know that this is what I want, this is what I need, tomorrow too, repeating afterimage 

A distorted world jumps out, appears before me, never fade, disappear 

It's such spinning fruitlessly, constant, unchanging, every day, we are shutting away 

So now, this is just what I have desired 

My Nevereverland 

B I'm waking up, sunlight streaming through the trees as if after a dream 

Piercing to the inside of my eyelids 

"Everything should have come true," is my thought repeated yet again 

But still I fall 

C As I close my eyes, without a mark left behind, without a noise spilling out, no destination in sight 

I know that this is what I want, this is what I need, even now, repeating afterimage 

We of wounded pasts, feelings afflicted with hurt, never heal, recover 

It's such spinning fruitlessly, constant, unchanging, every day, we are shutting away 

So now, this is just what I have desired 

My Nevereverland 
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